Unitary similarity transformations furnish a simple yet powerful vehicle for generating new classes of joint distributions based on concepts different from time, frequency, and scale. These new signal representations focus on the critical characteristics of large classes of signals and, hence, prove useful for representing and processing signals that are not well matched by current techniques. In particular, we construct distributions to match almost any one-tc-one group delay or instantaneous frequency characteristic. Amazingly, all distributions that have been used to illustrate more complicated generalized distribution design techniques can be generated using the unitary transformation met hod.
INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in nonstationary signal analysis can be attributed primarily to the development of two sets of analysis tools: Cohen's class of joint timefrequency distributions (TFDs), which contains the short-time Fourier transform and the Wigner distribution [I] , and the affine class of joint timescale distributions , which contains the continuous wavelet transform [$?%&e these representations are natural for signals containing pulse, sinusoidal, linear chirping, or self-similar components, there exist many other signal classes that are not well described in terms of the time, frequency, or scale variables. For instance, many applications (radar, sonar, geophysics, optical communications, among others) involve dispersed pulses ~( m ( z ) -t ) or chirping tones ej2sfm (z) to which neither TFDs nor TSDs are matched. Matching these types of signals requires new joint distributions with different instantaneous frequency and group delay localization properties. Historically, new distributions have been developed in a piecemeal fashion, with new ones being created for each new signal class of interest [3, 4, 51. In this paper, we introduce an alternative methodology that generalizes TFDs and TSDs to infinite classes of new joint representations, each of which is perfectly matched to a specific class of signals [6, 71. The key to our approach lies in a special family of "basis changing" operators -the unitary transformations -which convert traditional systems into new systems with Merent properties. Figure 1 illustrates the general scheme: an arbitrary conventional signal processing tool P (TFD or TSD in this paper) is cradled between two unitary transformations U and V to form the unitarily equivalent tool VPU. Two operators A and 2 are said to be unitarily equivalent if we can write 2 = U-'AU, with U a unitary transformation. Preprocessing a system P with a unitary transform U (as in Fig. 1, omitting V ) A U-Cohen's class distribution CUs maps the time eigenfunction e,'(.) = S(z -p ) localized at time p and the frequency eigenfunction e,"(.) = ej2*qz localized at frequency q to distributions localized on curves in the (r, U ) plane. The equations of these curves can be obtained from the U-Cohen's class analogues of the time-frequency concepts of group delay and instantaneous frequency. Modifying the usual definitions of these quantities [I] to account for the preprocessing by U , we obtain a curve for the localization of e,' (its "U-group delay") (4) and a curve for the localization of e," (its 'LU-instantaneous frequency")
(5)
If V reparameterizes the axes of the ( r , U ) plane in terms of these curves, then e,' and e: will be localized along straight lines at time p and frequency q, and correct time-frequency 10-calization will result, albeit with nonuniform resolution. The requisite reparameterization is given by In the hyperbolic class, for example, we integrate along hyperbolas in (6) and parallel to the p axis in (7). 3.2 Warp synthesis. Up to now we have considered how particular choices of U and V transform Cohen's class TFDs into distributions matched to particular group delay or instantaneous frequency characteristics. We now consider the inverse problem of warp synthesis [7] , which can be stated as: and 7 2 specify p ( v , p ) and @(r,q); integration yields functions from which the form of U can be inferred.
Clearly, a key consideration is the invertibility of the system of equations (4), (5) . The solution is straightforward when U is constrained to be a time or frequency axis warping, however. In the time domain case, with U of the form ( l ) , only the instantaneous frequency localization can be adjusted, the group delay localization being fixed along lines parallel to the frequency axis. Given a desired, one-bone instantaneous frequency function y1 (p), the corresponding warping function w for U is given by the inverse of the indefinite integral of 71; that is, w = z-', .(U) = S71(u)du. In the frequency domain case, for operators of the form F-'UF with U from (l), the calculation is identical and yields TFDs that localize along group delays of the form 7 2 ( q ) .
This design procedure, while quite simple, works for signal sets concentrated along arbitrary one-teone group delays or instantaneous frequencies. For example, a desire to localize signals having hyperbolic group delays would prompt the selection of y~( q ) = f . Integration of 72 followed by inversion yields the warping function W ( Z ) = er'' and the preprocessing operator F-'UlF = Ulog. The prehyperbolic and hyperbolic classes of hyperbolic time and scale distributions result from this processing.
The TSDs of the afFine class can also be doubly warped to generate -classes of distributions based on the warped operators 7 and 5 yet indicating true time-scale (or, more precisely, time and inverse frequency) content. Space considerations limit a complete discussion; see [7] for more details.
the (P, q ) plane.
DOUBLY WARPED DISTRIBUTIONS FOR
Unitary preprocessing can map the operator pair T , F fundamental to Cohen's class TFEs I to a wide variety of unitarily equivalent operator pairs T , F generating U-Cohen's classes.
However, the "structure preserving" nature of unitary t r a n s formations constrains the relationship between ? and to be the same as that between T and F.2 Thus, once we select a U to localize on a particular group delay, we also fix the instantaneous frequency localization of the U-Cohen's class.
Equivalently, specification of U locks in both marginal p r o p erties simultaneously. For example (see (Z), (3), and (6), (7)), while the Ulog-Cohen's class possesses a potentially desirable Mellin transform for one marginal, we are forced to accept the potentially undesirable log frequency transform for the other. Distributions with Mellin and time or frequency marginals cannot be generated as a U-Cohen's class. 
CONCLUSIONS
Unitary transformations have given us an interesting new "warped perspective" on time-frequency and time-scale analysis. While perhaps surprising, the power of the cascade in Fig. 1 should not be underestimated, because this simple processing at once obviates piecemeal generalizations of signal analysis tools. In particular, double warping can generate distributions that localize on almost arbitrary group delay and instantaneous frequency characteristics. Since unitary transformations merely change bases, study of VU-Cohen's and YU-affine classes is easy: each property of Cohen's class and the affine class simply transforms in a one-to-one fashion to a corresponding property in the warped class [6, 71.
In this paper we have considered but two methods for COordinating pre-and postprocessing transformations to generate new distributions; other methods should expand the already extensive possibilities even further. So large is the number of new distribution classes attainable through double warping that more general methods may not be required for quite some time. Furthermore, any tools outside the reach of warped Cohen's and affine classes will immediately seed new warped classes of distributions. 
